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I. Introduction.
In this paper generalizations of the Hahn-Banach theorem on the extension of linear functions are proved. The restriction that the range space be the real field is removed, and the condition that the extension be fixed with respect to certain semi-groups of operators is imposed. Another problem considered which is very closely related to Hahn-Banach extensions is the existence of monotone, distributive extensions of functions which preserve invariance with respect to certain semigroups of operators.
It was shown in [10] (J) that when certain necessary restrictions are placed on the range space, the class of semigroups which permit the two types of invariant extensions is contained in the class of functions which have invariant means definable on the associated Banach space of bounded, real-valued functions defined on these semigroups. Further it was shown that every semigroup known to have an invariant mean also permitted the two types of extensions.
When structure in addition to the minimal required structure is placed on the range space, e.g., when the space is an ordered subspace of the conjugate space of an ordered linear space with reproducing cone, a semi-group which has an invariant mean also has the two extension properties relative to these particular range spaces. Many of the standard function spaces satisfy these conditions. In addition this paper will exhibit conditions which guarantee the continuity of these'extensions in the case when linear topological spaces are considered and make some application to real-valued functions.
§11 outlines definitions and results preceding this paper. §111 contains theorems on the existence of invariant extensions for a given semigroup G with an invariant mean and a given range space V. Various extra conditions added to the known necessary condition that F be a boundedly complete vector lattice are sufficient for these extensions. Some converse results are also given under which the existence of some sort of invariant extension implies that G has an invariant mean. §IV contains examples of spaces satisfying the conditions imposed on the space V. §V discusses continuity of the extensions when order and topology are both present. §VI presents applications of the theorems of § §III and V to some of the examples of §IV.
II. Background material. For reference to background material not specifically introduced in this section see [lO] . All linear spaces are assumed to have the real field R as the scalar field.
A linear space V, and a binary relation (ordering) on V denoted by S (read greater than or equal to) is an ordered linear space (ols) ii and only if (1) S is transitive and reflexive, (2) if xSy, then x+z^y+z and tx^ty, for every zG V and non-negative real number t. A set C in a linear space is a cone if and only if x, yEC, tER, t^O, imply x+y EC and txEC.
A cone Cdetermines an ordering which makes Can ols: x >.y ■ = x -yEC. Conversely the set of elements SO determines a cone in an ols and this cone in turn determines the original ordering.
A cone C is sharp if and only if x, -xEC imply x = 0. This is equivalent to the statement: xSySx imply x=y. A sharp cone will be called an s-cone. Given a cone KC.V, an ols, consider any subspace F° of the space of distributive functions V* of V. Define the induced cone of K° of F°: K° = {/G F°: A function F from an ols F to an ols V is monotone if and only if ySy' implies F(y) SF(y'). F is non-negative if and only if y SO implies F(y) SO. If F is distributive, F is non-negative if and only if it is monotone. The following theorem is of basic importance. It is due to M. M. Day [2] . Theorem A. Consider an ols V, then statments I, 2, 3, 4 are equivalent and they imply 5.
1. V has the LUBP. 2. Given sets A and B in V such that A SB (i.e. aSJ, aEA, bEB), there exists vEVsuch that .4 Sn SB.
3. V has the monotone extension property (MEP). That is if X is an ordered linear subspace of an ols Y with positive cone C, such that (a) X has order induced by C (i.e. the positive cone of X is XC\C), (b) (y+X)f~\C 9^0-= ■ (-y+X)r\C?*0, then every monotone, distributive function f from X to V has a monotone, distributive extension F from Y to V.
4. V has the monotone projection property (MPP). That is, if (a) V is contained in an ols Y with positive cone C, (b) the order in V is induced by C, (c) (y+V)C\C^0■ = -(-y+V)C\C9i0, then there exists a monotone, distributive projection P from Y onto V.
5. V has the Hahn-Banach extension property (HBEP). That is, if (a) X is a subspace of a linear space Y, (h) p is a positive-homogeneous, subadditive function from Y to V, (c) f is a distributive function from X to V such that [September f(x) ^p(x), xEX, then there exists a distributive extension F of f defined from Y to V such that F(y)^p(y),for all yEY.
A useful criterion for determining whether the hypothesis y-\-X meets C in the above theorem is satisfied, is the existence of a vector interior point in C which meets X. In this situation every translate of X meets C. A vector interior point in C also guarantees that the interior (in the vector topology sense) is sharp. For convenience, however, when sharpness is required the cones will be assumed sharp. It should be noted that the vector topology about to be introduced does not determine a linear topological space unless some additional conditions, such as convexity, are placed on the neighborhoods.
A set U in a linear space V is a vector neighborhood of xE V if and only if for every line L(y)= {x-\-ty.tER} through x, there exists a segment L'(y) = {x-\-ty. \t\ ^e, £>0j which is contained in U. The real number e in general depends upon y. Hence a point x in a cone C is a vector interior point of C if there exists a vector neighborhood of x which is contained in C. The following theorems are stated without proof [2; 5] . Theorem D. // Y is any linear topological space and U is a neighborhood of a point in Y in the given topology, then there exists a vector neighborhood of the point which is contained in U.
Theorem
E. // Y is an ordered linear topological space such that the cone C has an interior point, then C*, the induced cone in the conjugate space Y* of Y, is nontrivial (i.e., there exists a nonzero element in the set).
Another useful bit of information is the relationship between ordered linear spaces which possess minihedral cones with vector interior points and normed spaces.
Theorem F. // V is an ordered linear space with sharp minihedral cone K, such that K contains a vector interior point u, then V can be made into a normed space, where ||t>|| =inf {5: =su^v^su, s£P] for every v in V. The unit sphere is the interval 1= {vEV: -u^v^u}.
The cone is not necessarily closed with respect to this norm.
The following theorems are concerned with ordered linear spaces which are also normed spaces [7] . Theorem G. If V is an ordered normed space with s-cone K, such that K contains a normed interior point u, then for every f^O in K*', the positive cone in V*, f(u) Sr||/||, where r is the radius of the sphere about u which is contained in K. That is (LJ)(g') =f(gg'), fEM (G) , g, g'GG, etc.)
For properties of invariant means see [3] . In particular, a semigroup with a left invariant mean and a right invariant mean has an invariant mean. Also, considering the positive cone of M(G) to be the collection of those functions which are pointwise non-negative, a mean is monotone. It is also mentioned the only class of groups known not to have an invariant mean are groups which contain free non-abelian subgroups. The condition that if be an j-cone in the two definitions and that y+X meets C for every y in Definition 2 are stronger than the corresponding conditions in Theorem A, but they appear necessary for some of the theorems which will be proved.
Theorem 1. [@, V] has the HBEP if and only if it has the MEP.
The proof of this theorem is identical with the proof of Theorem 1 in [10] and hence will not be reproduced. By virtue of this theorem consideration can be restricted to considering pairs [@, V] with the MEP. The proofs of the following theorems could also use the HBEP but there is neither advantage nor disadvantage in this procedure. It is remarked that if the condition in Definition-1 that p(gy) ^p(y) for each y in Y and all g in G is changed to p(gy) ^Np (y) for each y and all g, where N is some fixed positive real number independent of y and g, and the condition that the extension of F of f is dominated by p is also changed so that F(y)^Np (y) for all y in Y, then all the theorems concerned with the HBEP under this change of definition are valid. For replace p by p', where p'(y)=sup {p(hy):hEG or h is the identity operator}, then p' is positivehomogeneous and subadditive, p(y)^p'(y), and p'(gy)^p'(y) for all y in F and g in G.
Theorem 2.
(1) Let W be an ols with reproducing cone K', (2) let V be an ordered subspace of WT, the space of distributive functionals on W, (3) let K be the cone in V such that K is induced by K', K is sharp, and with respect to this induced ordering V has the L UBP, (4) Therefore, F'(y+x) and F'(x'-y) are in K since F' is monotone. Hence, -f(x) £F'(y) ^f(x'). Since g is monotone and/(gw) =/(«) ior each gEG and uEX, -f(x) ^F'(gy) ^f(x') ior every gEG. Consider wEW, then w = w' -w", where w', w"EK'.
Then, since K is the cone induced by
(w") ior all gEG, and boundedness is proved. 4. Since G has an invariant mean, p, define F" as follows: [F"(y)](w) = u{ [F'(gy)](w)} ior each yEY and wEW. It is easily verified that F"(y) is in IF* for each yEY. It is also easily verified that F" is a distributive function from F to Wf. Further, since p is an invariant mean, it follows that F"(gy) = F"(y) ior all gEG and yEY. for all wEK'. Therefore F"(y)EK" and F" is monotone. 6 . It is immediate that F" is an extension of /with values in V".
7. Note that K= VC\K". Also (zr"+F)rWV0
for every v"EV". This statement is trivial if v"EV. Therefore consider v" = F"(y). For each yEY, there exists an xEX such that x+y GG. Therefore, using the monotonicity of F", F"(y+x)=F"(y)+f(x) = F"(y)+vEK". Thus V, K, V" and K" satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A-4. Hence, there exists a monotone, distributive projection P fron V" onto V.
8. Define F: F(y)=P(F"(y)) for all yEY. This is the desired extension and the theorem is proved. Proof. (1) The natural linear map Q from V to V** (the second conjugate space of F): (Qv)(f) =f(v) for every/ in V*, is an isometry into and in this case, the closure of K implies that Q and Q~l (on QV) are order preserving mappings between V and QV, where the cone in QF is the natural cone induced by K* in V* which is in turn induced by K in V. This will be proved in the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let V be an ordered normed space with norm closed cone K, then (1) The natural map Q from V to V** is monotone (with respect to the induced ordering in V**).
(2) QK is the induced cone in QV. Lemma 2. Let V be an ols with the finite L UBP such that uis a vector interior point of the s-cone K. Further suppose that K is closed with respect to the norm determined by this interior point. Then with respect to this norm, K is normal.
Proof. By Theorem I, a closed .s-cone with normed interior point u' is normal if and only if the interval I' = {v: -u'^v^u'} is bounded in norm. Note that u' and -u' are contained in the sphere ti, for some positive real number t. Hence, -tu^-u'^v^u'^tu.
Therefore I'tZtl, and K is normal. The property of a vector interior point in a cone, and the above lemma imply the following theorem. Proof. V can be considered an ordered normed space with the LUBP with closed, normal .s-cone K, and Theorem 4 applies.
The next theorem is concerned with extensions where V is not the range space but part of the domain space. It serves as an example of other such theorems which could be stated. Thus far it has been proved that if ® is a semigroup with invariant mean and V satisfies certain properties in addition to the LUBP, then [®, V] has the two extension properties. The next theorems state that if [®, V] has the extension property with respect to a suitable V then @ necessarily has an invariant mean. Each of the following theorems is stronger than the corresponding theorem in [10] which states that the class of semigroups with an invariant mean contains the class of semigroups with the MEP (HBEP). IV. Examples. In this section a listing of some of the standard function spaces will be presented along with some of their properties. These will furnish examples of spaces which permit invariant extensions relative to semigroups with invariant means.
Given a space of bounded continuous functions C(S) from a topological space 5 to the real numbers, it is possible to define a cone K= {fEC(S): /(s)^0, .s£S}. The space C(S) is a Banach space with respect to the sup norm, and K contains a norm-interior point e, the constant 1 function. The sphere of radius 1 about e is contained in K. Kakutani
[5] has proved the following theorem.
Theorem
K. An ordered Banach space V whose cone K is sharp and contains a norm-interior point is isomorphic to a space of real-valued continuous functions V on a compact Hausdorff space S, (i.e., there exists a 1-1, order preserving, homomorphic, homeomorphic map of V onto V), if and only if V has the finite LUBP.
That there exist spaces of continuous functions which do not have the LUBP is given by the example of the space of continuous function on the unit interval of the real line.
Thus, stronger conditions are required in order to guarantee the LUBP. Kelley [6] , Nachbin [9] , and Goodner [4] have proved the following theorems.
Theorem L. An ordered Banach space in whose cone K is sharp and has a norm-interior point has the L UBP if and only if it is isomorphic to a space of real-valued continuous functions on an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space. This implies that in an ordered Banach space the HBEP is not sufficient to guarantee norm-preserving extensions of linear functions. The difficulty here is that the suitable positive-homogeneous, subadditive function may not be definable which corresponds to ||/||||y|| in the case where the range space is the real numbers.
A specific example of an ordered Banach space which satisfies Theorems L and M is m(S), the space of bounded real-valued functions on a discrete index set 5 of any cardinality, where ||/|| =infsgs |/(s)|, K={fEm(S): f(s) SO, sGS} • An interior point of K is the constant 1 function. In particular, R, the real line, which can be considered the space of functions on a single point, Rn, the real n dimensional vector space, considered as the space of functions on a discrete set of n points, have fully minihedral, closed, s-cones with interior. These spaces in addition have the property that they are conjugate spaces whose order is induced from below and such that the underlying spaces are reproducing.
These spaces also have normal s-cones. There exist examples of ordered linear spaces with fully minihedral cones which do not contain any interior points, even vector interior points, e.g., co(S), the space of real-valued functions on a discrete directed system S, with the property that each function converges to 0 with respect to this directed system. The cone K in the space is defined as in m(S), the norm is also defined as in m(S). It is noted that c0 is not a conjugate space, but c0 has a normal, closed s-cone.
The space lp(S), p>0 of generalized sequences {x} defined on S, an arbitrary index set, such that E»£s I x(s) | p < <«, has the LUBP with respect to the cone K= {xElP: x(s)S0, 5£5}. K has no vector interior point. If pSl, then lp is a Banach space and also the conjugate space of a Banach space.
Consider Lp(a, b), p>0, the space of real-valued measurable functions defined on the bounded or unbounded interval [a, b] of the real line, such that the pth powers of the absolute values of the functions are Lebesgue integrable. If pSl, Lp is a Banach space. If p>l, L" is a conjugate space. Ll is not a conjugate space. The cone in these spaces, K = {fELp:f(s) SO for a.e. sG^} • As above K is fully minihedral and, if [a, b] is unbounded, has no vector interior point. However, the cones in all these cases are normal.
L°°, the space of essentially bounded Lebesgue measurable functions over the real numbers, is another example of a function space whose cone is fully minihedral and does contain a vector interior point. La is a Banach space. Further it is the conjugate space of L1. The cone is defined as in Lp.
All finite dimensional linear topological spaces with respect to the usual co-ordinatewise ordering satisfy the conditions of Theorems 2, 3, 4 and 5. Each Banach space with the LUBP mentioned in this section has a normal, closed 5-cone. Hence Theorem 3 applies. Similarly, those Banach spaces mentioned which are conjugate spaces satisfy Theorem 2. However, no example has been presented of an ordered Banach space which is a conjugate space whose underlying space has reproducing cone, but which does not have a normal, closed 5-cone.
V. Continuity conditions. If the ordered linear spaces in §111 are assumed to be linear topological spaces, the question arises under what conditions are the extensions mentioned in that chapter continuous. Some conditions which guarantee continuity will be presented. is in K and F(-y+z) is in K. Hence -F(z)^F(y)^F(z) for all y in A^O). by a nonzero scalar is a homeomorphism of a linear topological space onto itself. Then if x is in Q(0), (l/t)x is in A^O) and hence F(t(l/t)x) =F(x) is in (7(0) for all x in Q(0), and F is continuous.
Theorem 12. In the last theorem, if the condition that F maps a neighborhood of Y into K is replaced by the condition that C contains an interior point, then every monotone, distributive function from Y to V is continuous.
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 12 since every monotone distributive function maps the neighborhood of the interior point which is contained in C into K. Proof. 1. Assume F is not continuous, then there exists a sequence {xnJ "=i in Y such that ||xn|| ^1 for all n and ||F(x")|| approaches infinity as n increases. Thus ||F(yn) -F(z")|| approaches infinity as n increases and yn and z" are in C for each n. Further, each y" can be chosen so that |y"|| ^ M. Since ||zn||-||y"||^||yn-Zn||=l, l|z»||=M+l. Therefore either | F(yn/M)\\ approaches infinity with n or || F(z"/(Af+1))|| does, for if not ||F(x")|| would be bounded.
2. Thus, there exists a sequence {wn} in C such that ||w"||^l and ||F(w")||SM2nfor allM.
